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(54) METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR ASSISTING SECURITY INSPECTION

(57) The present disclosure discloses a method, ap-
paratus and system for assisting security inspection, and
relates to the field of security inspection. The method
includes: acquiring registration information of an inspect-
ed object; acquiring a standard scanned image corre-
sponding to the registration information; displaying the

standard scanned image in an AR manner, so as to de-
termine whether the inspected object is a suspicious ob-
ject through comparing the standard scanned image with
an actual scanned image, the actual scanned image
comprises an image of the inspected object.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present disclosure is based on and claims
the priority to the Chinese Patent Application No.
201711431607.5 filed on December 26, 2017, the dis-
closure of which is incorporated hereby as a whole into
the present disclosure.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the field of se-
curity inspection, and in particular to a method, apparatus
and system for assisting security inspection.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The use of containers or vehicles for smuggling,
for example, smuggling of contraband such as drugs,
explosives and even weapons of mass destruction and
radioactive dispersion devices, has become an interna-
tional public nuisance that disturbs governments and in-
terferes with the normal order of international cargo trans-
portation. Cargo/vehicle security inspection is a topic of
common concern all over the world. X-ray fluoroscopy
imaging technology is the most basic and earliest widely
used technology in the field of contraband inspection,
and it is still the most widely used inspection technology
for containers, cargos and vehicles in the world.
[0004] X-ray fluoroscopic images differ greatly from
natural light images, and X-ray fluoroscopic images of
various cargos taken from different angles are not well
known to most people. In order to effectively carry out
image screening, an image screening inspector must ac-
quire a large amount of commodity knowledge through
experience accumulation or training to have a prejudg-
ment on the X-ray fluoroscopic images of various cargos.

SUMMARY

[0005] According to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure, a method for assisting security inspection is pro-
vided, comprising: acquiring registration information of
an inspected object; acquiring a standard scanned image
corresponding to the registration information; displaying
the standard scanned image in an Augmented Reality
(AR) manner to determine whether the inspected object
is a suspicious object through comparing the standard
scanned image with an actual scanned image, the actual
scanned image comprising an image of the inspected
object.
[0006] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises: acquiring at least one of a three-dimensional mod-
el or descriptive information corresponding to the regis-
tration information; displaying at least one of the three-
dimensional model or the descriptive information corre-
sponding to the registration information in an AR manner.

[0007] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises: acquiring an actual scanned image marked with
a suspicious area, wherein if the inspected object is a
suspicious object, a location at which the image of the
inspected object is displayed in the actual scanned image
is marked as the suspicious area; displaying the actual
scanned image marked with the suspicious area on a
container in which the inspected object is placed in an
AR manner.
[0008] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises: displaying at least one of the standard scanned
image, a three-dimensional model, or descriptive infor-
mation corresponding to the registration information on
the container in which the inspected object is placed in
an AR manner.
[0009] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises: acquiring at least one of a standard scanned im-
age, a three-dimensional model or descriptive informa-
tion of the suspicious object; displaying at least one of
the standard scanned image, the three-dimensional
model or the descriptive information of the suspicious
object in an AR manner.
[0010] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises: performing image processing on at least one of
the standard scanned image corresponding to the regis-
tration information or the standard scanned image of the
suspicious object in response to an image processing
instruction, and displaying the processed standard
scanned image in an AR manner; or performing at least
one of a zooming operation or a rotating operation on at
least one of the three-dimensional model corresponding
to the registration information or the three-dimensional
model of the suspicious object in response to a model
processing instruction, and displaying the three-dimen-
sional model subjected to the model operation in an AR
manner.
[0011] According to another aspect of the present dis-
closure, an apparatus for assisting security inspection is
provided, comprising: an input interface configured to ac-
quire registration information of an inspected object; a
processor configured to acquire a standard scanned im-
age corresponding to the registration information; and a
display configured to display the standard scanned im-
age in an AR manner to determine whether the inspected
object is a suspicious object through comparing the
standard scanned image with an actual scanned image,
the actual scanned image comprising an image of the
inspected object.
[0012] In some embodiments, the processor is further
configured to acquire at least one of a three-dimensional
model or descriptive information corresponding to the
registration information; the display is further configured
to display at least one of the three-dimensional model or
the descriptive information corresponding to the registra-
tion information in an AR manner.
[0013] In some embodiments, the input interface is fur-
ther configured to acquire the actual scanned image
marked with a suspicious area, wherein if the inspected
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object is a suspicious object, a location at which the im-
age of the inspected object is displayed in the actual
scanned image is marked as the suspicious area; the
display is further configured to display the actual scanned
image marked with the suspicious area on a container in
which the inspected object is placed in an AR manner.
[0014] In some embodiments, the display is further
configured to display at least one of the standard scanned
image, the three-dimensional model, or the descriptive
information corresponding to the registration information
on the container in which the inspected object is placed
in an AR manner.
[0015] In some embodiments, the processor is further
configured to acquire at least one of a standard scanned
image, a three-dimensional model or descriptive infor-
mation of a suspicious object; the display is further con-
figured to display at least one of the standard scanned
image, the three-dimensional model or the descriptive
information of the suspicious object in an AR manner.
[0016] In some embodiments, the processor is further
configured to perform image processing on at least one
of the standard scanned image corresponding to the reg-
istration information or the standard scanned image of
the suspicious object in response to an image processing
instruction; the display is further configured to display the
processed standard scanned image in an AR manner;
or the processor is further configured to performing at
least one of a zooming operation or a rotating operation
on at least one of a three-dimensional model correspond-
ing to the registration information or the three-dimension-
al model of the suspicious object in response to a model
processing instruction; the display is further configured
to display the three-dimensional model subjected to the
model operation in an AR manner.
[0017] According to still another aspect of the present
disclosure, a system for assisting security inspection is
provided, comprising: a server, a database and the ap-
paratus for assisting security inspection described
above; wherein, the server is configured to store at least
one of standard scanned images or three-dimensional
models; the database is configured to store addresses
of the standard scanned images and the three-dimen-
sional models in the server, as well as descriptive infor-
mation corresponding to the registration information and
descriptive information of the suspicious objects.
[0018] According to still another aspect of the present
disclosure, a device for assisting security inspection is
provided, comprising: a memory; and a processor cou-
pled to the memory, the processor configured to carry
out the method for assisting security inspection described
above based on instructions stored in the memory.
[0019] According to still another aspect of the present
disclosure, a computer-readable storage medium is pro-
vided on which computer program instructions are
stored, which when executed by a processor implement
the steps of the method for assisting security inspection
described above.
[0020] Other features and advantages of the present

disclosure will become clear through detailed descrip-
tions of the illustrative embodiments of the present dis-
closure with reference to the following drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of this specification, il-
lustrate embodiments of the present disclosure and, to-
gether with the description, serve to explain the principles
of the present disclosure.
[0022] The present disclosure will be more clearly un-
derstood from the following detailed description with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic flow chart of a method for as-
sisting security inspection some embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic flow chart of a method for as-
sisting security inspection some other embodiments
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic flow chart of a method for as-
sisting security inspection further embodiments of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic flow chart of a method for as-
sisting security inspection further embodiments of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a method for as-
sisting security inspection according to some appli-
cation embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural view of an apparatus
for assisting security inspection according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural view of a system for
assisting security inspection according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural view of an apparatus
for assisting security inspection according to some
other embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural view of an apparatus
for assisting security inspection according to further
embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] Various illustrative embodiments of the present
disclosure will now be described in details with reference
to the drawings. It should be noted that unless otherwise
illustrated, respective arrangements, mathematic ex-
pressions and values of the components and steps illus-
trated in these embodiments do not limit the scope of the
present disclosure.
[0024] Meanwhile, it shall be understood that in order
to facilitate description, the respective parts shown in the
drawings are not drawn in sizes according to actual pro-
portional relations.
[0025] The following descriptions on at least one illus-
trative embodiment are actually illustrative, but shall not
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be any limitation on the present disclosure or its applica-
tion or use.
[0026] Techniques, methods and devices that have al-
ready been known to ordinary technicians in the art may
not be discussed here in detail, but under suitable cir-
cumstances, the techniques, methods and devices shall
be deemed as parts of the granted description.
[0027] In the embodiments shown and discussed here,
any specific value shall be interpreted as only illustrative,
instead of limitative. Hence, other embodiments of the
illustrative embodiments may have different values.
[0028] It shall be noted that similar marks and charac-
ters represent similar items in the following figures, so
once a certain item is defined in one figure, no further
discussion on it is required in the following figures.
[0029] To make the object, technical solutions and ad-
vantages of the present disclosure clearer, the present
disclosure is further explained in details by combining
specific embodiments and referring to the drawings.
[0030] FIG. 1 is a schematic flow chart of a method for
assisting security inspection some embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0031] At step 110, registration information of an in-
spected object is acquired. The inspected object may be
a specific cargos item in a container, wherein the con-
tainer may be, for example, a vehicle, a container case,
a package, or the like.
[0032] In the inspection of a container case, names of
cargos items listed in the customs declaration can be
obtained by checking the customs declaration, and the
names of cargos items are the registration information
of the cargos items.
[0033] At step 120, a standard scanned image corre-
sponding to the registration information is acquired. Multi-
angle standard X-ray scanned images of various cargos
items can be stored in memory in advance, and the multi-
angle standard X-ray scanned image of a cargos item
can be retrieved from the memory by the name of the
cargos item. For example, if the customs declaration
shows that there is a brand of mobile phone in a container
case being checked, a corresponding multi-angle stand-
ard X-ray scanned image can be retrieved by the name
of the brand of mobile phone.
[0034] At step 130, the standard scanned image is dis-
played in an AR (Augmented Reality) manner to deter-
mine whether the inspected object is a suspicious object
by comparing the standard scanned image with an actual
scanned image, wherein the actual scanned image in-
cludes an image of the inspected object.
[0035] In recent years, AR technology has developed
rapidly, by which the digital virtual world has been seam-
lessly connected with the real world, bringing a new visual
experience and interaction to human beings. In the em-
bodiment of the present disclosure, the AR technology
is applied to the field of security inspection. For example,
when a cargo container is passing through a security
inspection device, a security inspector wearing an AR
device can see a multi-angle standard X-ray scanned

image of a cargos item in the cargo container at a pre-
determined position by means of the AR device. At the
same time, the security inspector can also see a current
X-ray scanned image containing the cargos item in the
cargo container. By comparing the multi-angle standard
X-ray scanned image of the cargos item with the current
X-ray scanned image, it can be determined whether the
cargos item is a suspicious object.
[0036] In this embodiment, through acquiring a stand-
ard scanned image corresponding to the registration in-
formation based on the registration information of the in-
spected object and displaying the standard scanned im-
age in an AR manner, a security inspector can determine
whether the inspected object is a suspicious object by
comparing the standard scanned image with an actual
scanned image. The security inspector’s demand for car-
gos knowledge can be satisfied, by providing a guide to
image screening, the accuracy of image screening can
be improved.
[0037] FIG. 2 is a schematic flow chart of a method for
assisting security inspection some other embodiments
of the present disclosure. An AR device is worn by the
security inspector, and the AR device is, for example, a
pair of AR glasses. The security inspector in this embod-
iment may be a human being or an automated device.
[0038] At step 210, the AR device acquires registration
information of an inspected object.
[0039] At step 220, the AR device acquires a standard
scanned image, a three-dimensional model, and descrip-
tive information corresponding to the registration infor-
mation. The descriptive information comprises the name,
quantity, definition, usage, characteristic parts on the
scanned image, commonly used packaging materials of
the inspected object, and the like.
[0040] At step 230, the AR device displays the stand-
ard scanned image, the three-dimensional model, and
the descriptive information at a predetermined location
in an AR manner. An identification label can be set at a
predetermined location, and the AR device calculates
feature points for each frame image captured by a cam-
era, identifies the predetermined location by comparing
with feature points of the identification label. Then, the
standard scanned image, the three-dimensional model
and the descriptive information can be displayed in an
AR manner at the predetermined location. In addition,
the AR device can also move the display location of the
standard scanned image, the three-dimensional model
and the descriptive information in response to a gesture
movement instruction, so as to facilitate viewing of the
security inspector.
[0041] At step 240, the security inspector can compare
the current scanned image with the standard scanned
image to determine whether they are consistent with
each other, and check the three-dimensional model and
descriptive information to comprehensively determine
whether the inspected object is a suspicious object. For
example, if the customs declaration shows that the in-
spected object is a kind of mobile phone, the security
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inspector wearing an AR device can view the standard
scanned image, the three-dimensional model and the de-
scriptive information of the mobile phone at a predeter-
mined location. However, if a pistol shape is shown in
the current scanned image, it is determined that the in-
spected object does not match the information of the cus-
toms declaration, and the inspected object may be a sus-
picious object.
[0042] In this embodiment, the standard scanned im-
age, the three-dimensional model and the descriptive in-
formation are displayed at a predetermined location in
an AR manner, which can assist the security inspector
in image screening, satisfy the security inspector’s de-
mand for commodity knowledge, and reduce the training
cost of the security inspector. By providing a guide to
image screening, the accuracy of image screening can
be increased, and the experience of users and the secu-
rity inspector can be improved.
[0043] In some other embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the AR device may further acquire a standard
scanned image, a three-dimensional model, and descrip-
tive information of a suspicious object based on suspi-
cious object information. Then, the standard scanned im-
age, the three-dimensional model, and the descriptive
information of the suspicious object can be displayed at
a predetermined location in an AR manner, so that the
security inspector can compare the standard scanned
image of the suspicious object with an actual scanned
image. For example, if the customs declaration shows
that the inspected object is a kind of mobile phone, after
the inspected object passes through a security inspection
device and an X-ray scanned image of the inspected ob-
ject is scanned by the security inspection device, it is
recognized that the inspected object may be a pistol by
a predetermined algorithm. This pistol information is then
sent to the AR device. The AR device can acquire a stand-
ard scanned image, a three-dimensional model and de-
scriptive information of the pistol, which are then dis-
played in an AR mode.
[0044] That is, in this embodiment, not only the stand-
ard scanned image, the three-dimensional model, and
the descriptive information of the mobile phone are dis-
played in an AR manner, but also the standard scanned
image, the three-dimensional model, and the descriptive
information of the pistol can be displayed simultaneously.
The security inspector who is viewing the images can
see the standard scanned image of the pistol and the
standard scanned image of the mobile phone in an AR
manner, and recognize an image having a pistol shape
displayed in the current scanned image, so that it can be
substantially determined that the inspected object is a
pistol, which further improves the accuracy of image
screening.
[0045] In further embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the AR device further performs image processing
on the standard scanned image corresponding to the reg-
istration information of the inspected object or the stand-
ard scanned image of the suspicious object in response

to an image processing instruction, and displays the proc-
essed standard scanned image in an AR manner. For
example, histogram equalization, logarithmic transfor-
mation, and other processes can be performed on the
standard scanned image for image enhancement dis-
play, for example, to map a narrow grayscale range dis-
played in the image previously to a wider grayscale range
to increase the image contrast, so that the security in-
spector can perform image screening conveniently.
[0046] In still other embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the AR device further performs zooming, rotating
and other operations on the three-dimensional model
corresponding to the registration information of the in-
spected object or the three-dimensional model of the sus-
picious object in response to a model processing instruc-
tion, and then displays the three-dimensional model sub-
jected to the model operation in an AR manner. For ex-
ample, the AR device stores a correspondence between
user gestures, cargos items, and operation instructions,
and performs operations such as zooming, rotating, and
the like by recognizing user gestures and cargos items.
[0047] FIG. 3 is a schematic flow chart of a method for
assisting security inspection further embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0048] At step 310, an actual scanned image marked
with a suspicious area is acquired, wherein if the inspect-
ed object is considered as a suspicious object, a location
in the actual scanned image where the inspected object
is displayed is marked as a suspicious area. For example,
the security inspector can determine that the cargos item
is a suspicious object by comparing the standard
scanned image of the cargos item with the actual
scanned image, mark a suspicious area in the actual
scanned image, and send the image to another AR de-
vice, so that an inspector wearing the AR device can view
the image in unpacking inspection.
[0049] At step 320, the actual scanned image marked
with a suspicious area is displayed on a container in
which the object is placed in an AR manner. In unpacking
inspection, an unpacking inspector wearing an AR device
can identify the marked suspicious area at a predeter-
mined location in the cargo container in which the cargos
item is located, so that the inspector can accurately locate
the suspicious object.
[0050] In the related art, unpacking inspection and im-
age screening are two stages in security inspection. Al-
though the suspicious area is marked in image screening,
in the stage of unpacking inspection, with only an image
with a suspicious mark, the inspector can only rely on
his/her feeling to make a rough positioning of the suspi-
cious object in the container, which is not accurate
enough, and the efficiency of unpacking inspection is low-
ered. In the present embodiment, during the unpacking
inspection, an actual scanned image marked with a sus-
picious area is displayed on the container where the in-
spected object is placed in an AR manner, so that the
inspector can accurately locate the suspicious object,
and the efficiency of unpacking inspection can be im-
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proved.
[0051] FIG. 4 is a schematic flow chart of a method for
assisting security inspection further embodiments of the
present disclosure. A database and a server may be es-
tablished in advance, wherein the server stores multi-
angle standard X-ray scanned images and three-dimen-
sional models of cargos items. The database stores ad-
dresses of the standard scanned images and the three-
dimensional models of cargos items, as well as some
descriptive information of cargos items.
[0052] At step 410, the security inspector wearing an
AR device checks a current scanned image. For exam-
ple, in a case of a container containing a plurality of car-
gos items, the security inspector may see the scanned
image of each cargos item in the container when the con-
tainer is passing through a security inspection device.
[0053] At step 420, the AR device loads descriptive
information, multi-angle standard X-ray scanned images,
and three-dimensional models corresponding to the cur-
rent cargos items from the database and server through
a network, and displays the descriptive information, the
multi-angle standard X-ray scanned images, and the
three-dimensional models corresponding to the current
cargos items at a specified location in an AR manner.
The descriptive information, the multi-angle standard X-
ray scanned image and the three-dimensional model cor-
responding to a cargos item can be displayed at the same
location or at different locations.
[0054] At step 430, the AR device performs image
processing on the multi-angle standard X-ray scanned
image or performs zooming, rotating or other operation
on the three-dimensional model of a cargos item in re-
sponse to an image processing instruction or a model
processing instruction, and displays the multi-angle
standard X-ray scanned image subjected to the image
processing or the three-dimensional model subjected to
the model operation in an AR manner for reference by
the security inspector. For example, the security inspec-
tor performs image processing such as histogram equal-
ization or logarithmic transformation on the multi-angle
standard X-ray scanned image, or zooms and rotates the
three-dimensional model of the cargos item by means of
a gesture or voice command. Thus, the security inspector
can determine whether a corresponding cargos item is
a suspicious object by reference to the image or three-
dimensional model displayed in an AR manner.
[0055] At step 440, the security inspector determines
whether the cargos item is a suspicious object, and if so,
step 450 is executed, otherwise, step 410 is executed.
[0056] At step 450, the security inspector marks a sus-
picious area with picture viewing software and sends the
scanned image marked with a suspicious area, customs
declaration information, etc. to another AR device. In ad-
dition, the standard scanned image, three-dimensional
model and descriptive information of the cargos item can
be sent to another AR device as well.
[0057] At step 460, in unpacking inspection, an un-
packing inspector wearing the AR device associates the

customs declaration information and the scanned image
with a container. Security inspector can obtain customs
declaration information and an actual scanned image of
a current container to be inspected when he/her views
scanned images in a room. In this case, the customs
declaration information is associated with the actual
scanned image. If there is a suspicious area on the actual
scanned image, the customs declaration information and
the actual scanned image are sent to another AR device
worn by an unpacking inspector. The container can be
located by means of container number identification, so
that the customs declaration information, the scanned
image and the container can be associated with each
other.
[0058] At step 470, the actual scanned image marked
with a suspicious area is displayed on the container in
which the cargos item is placed in an AR manner. In
addition, the standard scanned image, three-dimension-
al model and descriptive information of the cargos item
can also be displayed on the container where the cargos
item locates in an AR manner, so that the unpacking in-
spector can locate the suspicious object conveniently.
[0059] In this embodiment, in the image screening
stage, an AR device is worn by an image screening in-
spector to load the descriptive information, standard X-
ray scanned image and three-dimensional model corre-
sponding to the current cargos item from a database and
server through a network, and display at a designated
location in an AR manner, so as to assist the image
screening inspector in image screening. In addition, the
security inspector can perform image processing such
as histogram equalization or logarithmic transformation
on the standard X-ray scanned image, or zoom and rotate
the three-dimensional model by means of a gesture or
voice command. The security inspector’s demand for
commodity knowledge can be satisfied, the training cost
of the security inspector can be reduced. By providing a
guide to image screening, the experience of users and
the security inspector can be improved. In the unpacking
inspection stage, an unpacking inspector wearing an AR
device associates the customs declaration information,
the scanned image with a container. A suspicious area
is displayed in space in an AR manner, so that the in-
spector can locate a suspicious object conveniently and
thereby the efficiency of unpacking inspection can be im-
proved.
[0060] In some other embodiments of the present dis-
closure, in unpacking inspection, a standard scanned im-
age, a three-dimensional model and descriptive informa-
tion of the suspicious object can also be displayed in an
AR manner on the container where the cargos item lo-
cates, so that the unpacking inspector can locate the sus-
picious object more rapidly and learn specific information
about the suspicious object.
[0061] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a method for
assisting security inspection according to some applica-
tion embodiments of the present disclosure. In this em-
bodiment, description is given with an example in which
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the AR device is a HoloLens device.
[0062] At step 510, a database and server are estab-
lished, wherein a Tomcat server can be used as the serv-
er to store multi-angle standard X-ray scanned images
and three-dimensional models of cargos items. A MySQL
database can be used as the database to store address-
es of the multi-angle standard X-ray scanned images and
three-dimensional models of the cargos items in the serv-
er, as well as some descriptive information about the car-
gos items.
[0063] At step 520, it is determined that the Hololens
device is correctly connected to the network. This device
does not require an external power source when used.
Upon turning on the device, an inspector can put the fo-
cus of field of view to an application on the application
interface, and then place his/her hand in the field of view
of the Hololens, with the hand clenched, extend the first
finger and the thumb and then nip rapidly to complete a
click operation.
[0064] At step 530, after entering the application, the
Hololens device reads a customs declaration corre-
sponding to the current scanned image to acquire names
of cargos items listed in the customs declaration.
[0065] At step 540, the image screening inspector
clicks by using the gesture described in step 520 or di-
rectly recites the name of a cargos item to be checked
by voice. At this time, the request is processed by a server
Servlet, and the pre-established database is searched
for the name of the cargos item to retrieve storage paths
of the standard X-ray scanned image and three-dimen-
sional model corresponding to the cargos item in the serv-
er, as well as the descriptive information of the cargos
item.
[0066] At step 550, the Hololens device displays the
descriptive information of the cargos item in an AR man-
ner, and according to the storage paths obtained in step
540, loads and displays the standard X-ray scanned im-
age and the three-dimensional model in the server
through the network.
[0067] At step 560, after the standard X-ray scanned
image and the three-dimensional model are loaded, the
image screening inspector can perform various opera-
tions such as zooming in, zooming out, model rotation,
image processing, and the like by gesture or voice. For
example, if a voice command "histogram equalization" is
issued by the image screening inspector and this com-
mand is recognized by the Hololens device, a pixel matrix
of the standard X-ray scanned image is acquired to per-
form image processing such as histogram equalization.
[0068] At step 570, if a suspicious area is found, the
image screening inspector can mark the suspicious area
with picture viewing software and send the customs dec-
laration information stored on the server, the scanned
image, and the location information of the suspicious ob-
ject to the HoloLens device. Here, the server-side socket
does not locate a specific AR device client socket, but is
in a state of waiting for a connection to monitor the net-
work status in real time. A connection request is made

by the client’s socket to connect to the server-side socket
at a specified address and port number. When the client
socket connection request is received by the server-side
socket, in response to the client socket request, a new
thread is created to read the image information and send
image information to the client.
[0069] At step 580, an unpacking inspector wearing a
HoloLens device associates a container to be inspected
with the scanned image and customs declaration infor-
mation by gesture, space mapping, container number
identification, image recognition, or GPS positioning, and
displays the scanned image and the customs declaration
information in an AR manner. According to the suspicious
object location information in step 570, a location of the
suspicious object is marked in the space.
[0070] In this embodiment, in the image screening
stage, the security inspector’s demand for commodity
knowledge can be satisfied, the training cost of the se-
curity inspector can be reduced. By providing a guide to
image screening, the accuracy of image screening can
be increased, and the experience of users and the secu-
rity inspector can be improved. In the unpacking inspec-
tion stage, the container to be inspected can be associ-
ated with the customs declaration information and the
scanned image, so that the location of the suspicious
object can be located accurately, which may improve the
efficiency of unpacking inspection.
[0071] FIG. 6 is a schematic structural view of an ap-
paratus for assisting security inspection according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure. The ap-
paratus for assisting security inspection may be an AR
device, including an input interface 610, a processor 620,
and a display 630, wherein:
the input interface 610 is configured to acquire registra-
tion information of an inspected object; the inspected ob-
ject may be a specific cargos item in a container, wherein
the container may be, for example, a vehicle, a container
case, a package, or the like.
[0072] In the inspection of a container case, names of
cargos items listed in the customs declaration can be
obtained by checking the customs declaration, and the
names of cargos items are the registration information
of the cargos items.
[0073] The processor 620 is configured to acquire a
standard scanned image corresponding to the registra-
tion information of the inspected object. Multi-angle
standard X-ray scanned images of various cargos items
can be stored in memory in advance, and the multi-angle
standard X-ray scanned image of a cargos item can be
retrieved from the memory by the name of the cargos
item. For example, if the customs declaration shows that
there is a brand of mobile phone in a container case being
checked, a corresponding multi-angle standard X-ray
scanned image can be retrieved by the name of the brand
of mobile phone.
[0074] The display 630 is configured to display the
standard scanned image corresponding to the registra-
tion information in an AR manner, so as to determine
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whether the inspected object is a suspicious object
through comparing the standard scanned image with an
actual scanned image, wherein, the actual scanned im-
age comprises an image of the inspected object. For ex-
ample, when a cargo container is passing through a se-
curity inspection device, a security inspector wearing an
AR device can see a multi-angle standard X-ray scanned
image of a cargos item in the cargo container at a pre-
determined location by means of the AR device. At the
same time, the security inspector can also see a current
X-ray scanned image containing the cargos item in the
cargo container. By comparing the multi-angle standard
X-ray scanned image of the cargos item with the current
X-ray scanned image, it can be determined whether the
cargos item is a suspicious object.
[0075] In this embodiment, through acquiring a stand-
ard scanned image corresponding to the registration in-
formation based on the registration information of the ob-
ject and displaying it in an AR manner, a security inspec-
tor can determine whether the inspected object is a sus-
picious object by comparing the standard scanned image
with an actual scanned image. The security inspector’s
demand for cargos knowledge can be satisfied, by pro-
viding a guide to image screening, the accuracy of image
screening can be improved.
[0076] In some other embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the processor 620 may be further configured to
acquire a standard scanned image, a three-dimensional
model, and descriptive information corresponding to the
registration information of the inspected object. The de-
scriptive information comprises the name, quantity, def-
inition, use, characteristic parts on the scanned image,
commonly used packaging materials of the inspected ob-
ject, and the like.
[0077] The display 630 is configured to display the
standard scanned image, the three-dimensional model,
and the descriptive information at a predetermined loca-
tion in an AR manner. The security inspector can com-
pare the current scanned image with the standard
scanned image to determine whether they are consistent
with each other, and check the three-dimensional model
and descriptive information to comprehensively deter-
mine whether the inspected object is a suspicious object.
For example, if the customs declaration shows that the
inspected object is a kind of mobile phone, the security
inspector wearing an AR device can view the standard
scanned image, the three-dimensional model and the de-
scriptive information of the mobile phone at a predeter-
mined location. However, if a pistol shape is shown in
the current scanned image, it is determined that the in-
spected object does not match the information of the cus-
toms declaration, and the inspected object may be a sus-
picious object.
[0078] In this embodiment, the standard scanned im-
age, the three-dimensional model and the descriptive in-
formation are displayed at a predetermined location in
an AR manner, which can assist the security inspector
in image screening, satisfy the security inspector’s de-

mand for commodity knowledge, and reduce the training
cost of the security inspector. By providing a guide to
image screening, the accuracy of image screening can
be increased, and the experience of users and the secu-
rity inspector can be improved.
[0079] In further embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the processor 620 is further configured to acquire
a standard scanned image, a three-dimensional model,
and descriptive information of a suspicious object based
on suspicious object information. The display 630 is fur-
ther configured to display the standard scanned image,
the three-dimensional model, and the descriptive infor-
mation of the suspicious object at a predetermined loca-
tion in an AR manner, so that the security inspector can
compare the standard scanned image of the suspicious
object with an actual scanned image conveniently and
thus the accuracy of image screening can be increased.
[0080] In further embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the processor 620 is further configured to perform
image processing on the standard scanned image cor-
responding to the registration information and the stand-
ard scanned image of the suspicious object in response
to an image processing instruction, and the display 630
is configured to display the processed standard scanned
image in an AR manner. For example, histogram equal-
ization, logarithmic transformation, and other processes
can be performed on the standard scanned image for
image enhancement display, for example, to map a nar-
row grayscale range displayed in the image previously
to a wider grayscale range to increase the image contrast,
so that the security inspector can perform image screen-
ing conveniently.
[0081] In still other embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the processor 620 is further configured to perform
zooming, rotating and other operations on the three-di-
mensional model corresponding to the registration infor-
mation and the three-dimensional model of the suspi-
cious object in response to a model processing instruc-
tion, and the display 630 is configured to display the
three-dimensional model subjected to the model opera-
tion in an AR manner. For example, the AR device stores
a correspondence between user gestures, cargos items,
and operation instructions, and the processor 630 per-
forms operations such as zooming, rotating, and the like
by recognizing user gestures and cargos items.
[0082] In still other embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the input interface 610 is further configured to ac-
quire an actual scanned image marked with a suspicious
area, wherein if the inspected object is a suspicious ob-
ject, a location where the image of the inspected object
is displayed in the actual scanned image is marked as
the suspicious area; For example, the security inspector
can determine that a cargos item is a suspicious object
by comparing the standard scanned image of the cargos
item with the actual scanned image, mark a suspicious
area in the actual scanned image, and send the image
to another AR device, so that an inspector wearing the
AR device can view the image in unpacking inspection.
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[0083] The display 630 is further configured to display
the actual scanned image marked with the suspicious
area on a container in which the inspected object is
placed in the AR manner. In unpacking inspection, an
unpacking inspector wearing an AR device can identify
the marked suspicious area at a predetermined location
in the cargo container in which the cargos item is located,
so that the inspector can accurately locate the suspicious
object.
[0084] The display 630 is further configured to display
the standard scanned image, three-dimensional model
and descriptive information of the inspected object or the
suspicious object on the container where the inspected
object locates in an AR manner, so that the unpacking
inspector can locate the suspicious object conveniently.
[0085] In this embodiment, in unpacking inspection, an
actual scanned image marked with a suspicious area is
displayed on the container in which the inspected object
is placed in an AR manner, so that an inspector can ac-
curately locate the suspicious object and thereby the ef-
ficiency of the unpacking inspection is increased.
[0086] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural view of a system
for assisting security inspection according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure. The system for as-
sisting security inspection comprises a server 710, a da-
tabase 720, and an apparatus for assisting security in-
spection 730, wherein the apparatus for assisting secu-
rity inspection 730 may be an AR device and has been
described in detail in the above embodiments.
[0087] The server 710 is configured to store standard
scanned images and three-dimensional models of car-
gos items, and the database 720 is configured to store
addresses of the standard scanned images and the
three-dimensional models of cargos items in the server,
as well as descriptive information. The cargos item may
be a cargos item in the registration information or a car-
gos item actually detected.
[0088] The apparatus for assisting security inspection
730 can acquire the standard scanned image, three-di-
mensional model and descriptive information corre-
sponding to the registration information from the data-
base 720 and the server 710, and display it in an AR
manner. If the inspected object is identified as a suspi-
cious object by the security inspection device, the appa-
ratus for assisting security inspection 730 can also ac-
quire the standard scanned image, three-dimensional
models and descriptive information of the suspicious ob-
ject, and display it in an AR manner. So that, the security
inspector can perform image recognition with increased
accuracy of image screening and improved efficiency of
unpacking inspection.
[0089] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural view of an ap-
paratus for assisting security inspection according to
some other embodiments of the present disclosure. The
apparatus for assisting security inspection comprises
memory 810 and processor 820. The memory 810 may
be a magnetic disk, flash memory or any other non-vol-
atile storage medium. The memory 810 is configured to

store instructions of the corresponding the embodiments
of the FIGS. 1-5. The processor 820 is coupled to memory
810 and may be implemented as one or more integrated
circuits, such as a microprocessor or microcontroller. The
processor 820 is configured to execute instructions
stored in the memory.
[0090] In some embodiments, as illustrated in FIG. 9,
the apparatus for assisting security inspection 900 com-
prises memory 910 and a processor 920. The processor
920 is coupled to the memory 910 via a BUS 930. The
apparatus for assisting security inspection 900 may be
further connected to an external storage device 950
through a storage interface 940 to access external data,
and may be further connected to a network or another
computer system (not shown) through a network inter-
face 960, the details of which will not described herein.
[0091] In this embodiment, through storing data in-
structions in memory and processing the above instruc-
tions using a processor, the accuracy of image screening
can be increased. In addition, it can help the security
inspector in accurately locating a suspicious object, so
that the efficiency of unpacking inspection is improved.
[0092] In other embodiments, the present disclosure
further provides a computer-readable storage medium
having computer program instructions stored thereon
that, when executed by a processor, implement the steps
of the methods of corresponding embodiments shown in
FIGS. 1-5. One skilled in the art should understand that,
the embodiments of the present disclosure may be pro-
vided as a method, an apparatus, or a computer program
product. Therefore, embodiments of the present disclo-
sure can take the form of an entirely hardware embodi-
ment, an entirely software embodiment or an embodi-
ment containing both hardware and software elements.
Moreover, the present disclosure may take the form of a
computer program product embodied on one or more
computer-usable non-transitory storage media (includ-
ing but not limited to disk storage, CD-ROM, optical mem-
ory, etc.) having computer-usable program code embod-
ied therein.
[0093] The present disclosure is described with refer-
ence to flowcharts and/or block diagrams of methods,
apparatuses (systems) and computer program products
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. It
should be understood that each process and/or block in
the flowcharts and/or block diagrams, and combinations
of the processes and/or blocks in the flowcharts and/or
block diagrams may be implemented by computer pro-
gram instructions. The computer program instructions
may be provided to a processor of a general purpose
computer, a special purpose computer, an embedded
processor, or other programmable data processing de-
vice to generate a machine such that the instructions
executed by a processor of a computer or other program-
mable data processing device to generate means imple-
menting the functions specified in one or more flows of
the flowcharts and/or one or more blocks of the block
diagrams.
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[0094] The computer program instructions may also
be stored in a computer readable memory device capable
of directing a computer or other programmable data
processing device to operate in a specific manner such
that the instructions stored in the computer readable
memory device produce an article of manufacture includ-
ing instruction means implementing the functions spec-
ified in one or more flows of the flowcharts and/or one or
more blocks of the block diagrams.
[0095] These computer program instructions can also
be loaded onto a computer or other programmable device
to perform a series of operation steps on the computer
or other programmable device to generate a computer-
implemented process such that the instructions executed
on the computer or other programmable device provide
steps implementing the functions specified in one or more
flows of the flowcharts and/or one or more blocks of the
block diagrams.
[0096] Heretofore, the present disclosure has been de-
scribed in detail. In order to avoid obscuring the concepts
of the present disclosure, some details known in the art
are not described. Based on the above description, those
skilled in the art can understand how to implement the
technical solutions disclosed herein.
[0097] Although some specific embodiments of the
present disclosure have been described in detail by way
of example, those skilled in the art should understand
that the above examples are only for the purpose of il-
lustration and are not intended to limit the scope of the
present disclosure. It should be understood by those
skilled in the art that the above embodiments may be
modified without departing from the scope and spirit of
the present disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is
defined by the following claims.

Claims

1. A method for assisting security inspection, charac-
terized by comprising:

acquiring registration information of an inspect-
ed object;
acquiring a standard scanned image corre-
sponding to the registration information;
displaying the standard scanned image in an
Augmented Reality (AR) manner to determine
whether the inspected object is a suspicious ob-
ject through comparing the standard scanned
image with an actual scanned image, the actual
scanned image comprising an image of the in-
spected object.

2. The method for assisting security inspection accord-
ing to claim 1, characterized by further comprising:

acquiring at least one of a three-dimensional
model or descriptive information corresponding

to the registration information;
displaying the at least one of the three-dimen-
sional model or the descriptive information cor-
responding to the registration information in an
AR manner.

3. The method for assisting security inspection accord-
ing to claim 1, characterized by further comprising:

acquiring the actual scanned image marked with
a suspicious area, wherein if the inspected ob-
ject is a suspicious object, a location at which
the image of the inspected object is displayed
in the actual scanned image is marked as the
suspicious area;
displaying the actual scanned image marked
with the suspicious area on a container in which
the inspected object is placed in an AR manner.

4. The method for assisting security inspection accord-
ing to claim 2, characterized by further comprising:

displaying at least one of the standard scanned
image, the three-dimensional model, or the de-
scriptive information corresponding to the reg-
istration information on the container in which
the inspected object is placed in an AR manner.

5. The method for assisting security inspection accord-
ing to any one of claims 1 to 4, characterized by
further comprising:

acquiring at least one of a standard scanned im-
age, a three-dimensional model or descriptive
information of the suspicious object;
displaying the at least one of the standard
scanned image, the three-dimensional model or
the descriptive information of the suspicious ob-
ject in an AR manner.

6. The method for assisting security inspection accord-
ing to claim 5, characterized by further comprising:

performing image processing on the at least one
of the standard scanned image corresponding
to the registration information or the standard
scanned image of the suspicious object in re-
sponse to an image processing instruction, and
displaying the processed standard scanned im-
age in an AR manner; or
performing at least one of a zooming operation
or a rotating operation on the at least one of the
three-dimensional model corresponding to the
registration information or the three-dimension-
al model of the suspicious object in response to
a model processing instruction, and displaying
the three-dimensional model subjected to the
model operation in an AR manner.
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7. An apparatus for assisting security inspection, char-
acterized by comprising:

an input interface configured to acquire registra-
tion information of an inspected object;
a processor configured to acquire a standard
scanned image corresponding to the registra-
tion information; and
a display configured to display the standard
scanned image in an Augmented Reality (AR)
manner to determine whether the inspected ob-
ject is a suspicious object through comparing
the standard scanned image with an actual
scanned image, the actual scanned image com-
prising an image of the inspected object.

8. The apparatus for assisting security inspection ac-
cording to claim 7, characterized in that,
the processor is further configured to acquire at least
one of a three-dimensional model or descriptive in-
formation corresponding to the registration informa-
tion;
the display is further configured to display the at least
one of the three-dimensional model or the descrip-
tive information corresponding to the registration in-
formation in an AR manner.

9. The apparatus for assisting security inspection ac-
cording to claim 7, characterized in that,
the input interface is further configured to acquire
the actual scanned image marked with a suspicious
area, wherein if the inspected object is a suspicious
object, a location at which the image of the inspected
object is displayed in the actual scanned image is
marked as the suspicious area;
the display is further configured to display the actual
scanned image marked with the suspicious area on
a container in which the inspected object is placed
in an AR manner.

10. The apparatus for assisting security inspection ac-
cording to claim 8, characterized in that,
the display is further configured to display at least
one of the standard scanned image, the three-di-
mensional model, or the descriptive information cor-
responding to the registration information on the con-
tainer in which the inspected object is placed in an
AR manner.

11. The apparatus for assisting security inspection ac-
cording to any one of claims 7 to 10, characterized
in that,
the processor is further configured to acquire at least
one of a standard scanned image, a three-dimen-
sional model or descriptive information of the suspi-
cious object;
the display is further configured to display the at least
one of the standard scanned image, the three-di-

mensional model or the descriptive information of
the suspicious object in an AR manner.

12. The apparatus for assisting security inspection ac-
cording to claim 11, characterized in that,
the processor is further configured to perform image
processing on the at least one of the standard
scanned image corresponding to the registration in-
formation or the standard scanned image of the sus-
picious object, in response to an image processing
instruction;
the display is further configured to display the proc-
essed standard scanned image in an AR manner; or
the processor is further configured to perform at least
one of a zooming operation or a rotating operation
on the at least one of the three-dimensional model
corresponding to the registration information or the
three-dimensional model of the suspicious object, in
response to a model processing instruction;
the display is further configured to display the three-
dimensional model subjected to the model operation
in an AR manner.

13. A system for assisting security inspection, charac-
terized by comprising a server, a database and the
apparatus for assisting security inspection according
to any one of claims 7 to 12;
wherein, the server is configured to store at least one
of standard scanned images or three-dimensional
models;
the database is further configured to store addresses
of the standard scanned images and the three-di-
mensional models in the server, as well as descrip-
tive information corresponding to the registration in-
formation and descriptive information of the suspi-
cious objects.

14. A device for assisting security inspection, charac-
terized by comprising:

a memory; and
a processor coupled to the memory, the proc-
essor configured to carry out the method for as-
sisting security inspection according to any one
of claims 1 to 6 based on instructions stored in
the memory.

15. A computer-readable storage medium on which
computer program instructions are stored, charac-
terized in that, which when executed by a processor
implement the steps of the method for assisting se-
curity inspection according to any one of claims 1 to
6.
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